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environmental problems affecting California’s natural and human communities, by 
integrating the protection and restoration of natural lands and waters with compatible 
community uses, economic benefi ts and permanent public benefi ts. 

CCS’ successful project solutions include: the two-square mile Baldwin Hills Park in the 
heart of urban Los Angeles; wetland restoration in Upper Newport Bay; acquisition of 
the Spring Street Center for the Los Angeles Conservation Corps; the Los Angeles River 
Natural Park to naturally treat urban runoff while creating 
a regional river public access gateway; and developing new, 
quantifi ed approaches to improving water quality through 
the Green Solution Project. 

Community Conservation Solution works on diverse 
projects in urban and rural areas that help both natural 
habitats and people. Our projects range from parks 
and beaches to wilderness and watersheds, and from 
recreational sites to mixed-use developments. CCS is a 
non-profi t, 501(c)(3) organization. 
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Psomas is a leading consulting engineering fi rm serving clients in the water/wastewater; 
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United States, Psomas offers civil engineering, land surveying, planning and entitlements, 
program/construction management, natural resources, GIS consulting, and Special District 
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Psomas specializes in delivery of sustainable storm water management consulting and 
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Transforming a Water Pollution Problem into a Water Solution 

Community Conservation Solutions’ innovative Green Solution is a practical tool 
that integrates data to help decision-makers:

•  Prioritize stormwater/dry weather runoff capture projects on public lands 
•  Convert public lands to “smart” parks, habitat and open space
•  Naturally capture, clean and store polluted runoff for re-use
•  Create new green open space in park-poor communities
•  Restore native habitat
•  Transform polluted runoff into clean, usable water 

Community Conservation Solutions’ (CCS) metrics-driven Green Solution tool provides 
a strategic “road map” showing decision-makers where — and in what order — to imple-
ment runoff capture projects to maximize water quality, water supply, conservation and 
community benefi ts. 

CCS’ Green Solution provides a quantifi ed, science-based digital tool that shows how 
to use lands already in public ownership to build green networks of “smart” parks, 
habitat and open space to naturally capture, clean and store stormwater and dry weather 
runoff, transforming it into usable water while creating green open space in park-poor 
communities. These green spaces are designed using state-of-the-art bio-engineering 
and making use of the natural functions of soils and plants.  

The Green Solution overturns long-held, conventional assumptions about the perceived 
limitations on the use of soils and plants in naturally capturing and cleaning up polluted 
runoff, and demonstrates a practical, replicable way to clean up polluted runoff on a 
watershed scale. The Green Solution tool helps leaders make project implementation 
decisions on a measurable rather than an opportunistic basis so that public funds are 
invested wisely to ensure the greatest positive impact. 

CCS’ Green Solution uses cutting-edge technology and geospatial data analysis to 
integrate land, hydrologic, storm drain, community and conservation data in an eco-
system-focused manner. The result is the Green Solution — an innovative, metrics-driven 
tool that helps reduce water pollution, enhance local water supplies, restore native 
habitat and create new parks and open space where it is most needed.
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CCS’ Green Solution is a metrics-driven tool that shows 
decision-makers where — and in what order — to implement 
green stormwater capture projects on existing public lands 
to maximize water quality and other public benefi ts. 

INTRODUCTION 
Community Conservation Solutions (CCS) is pleased to present this Phase III of the Green 
Solution Project for the Upper Los Angeles River Watershed, which provides a strategic 
road map to help decision-makers know where — and in what order — to implement 
stormwater runoff capture projects on a watershed scale to maximize water quality, park 
creation, habitat restoration and other public benefi ts. 

The Green Solution overturns long-held, conventional assumptions about the perceived 
limitations on reusing stormwater and dry weather runoff, and demonstrates a practical, 
replicable way to transform polluted runoff into a sustainable source of usable water. The Green 
Solution can help public agencies meet requirements of the State’s Regional Water Quality 
Control Boards and the U.S. Clean Water Act, restore habitat, create new parks and open space, 
and ensure that public funds are invested wisely to ensure the greatest positive impact. 

CCS’ Green Solution is a quantitative, science-based digital tool that shows how to use 
lands already in public ownership to develop green networks of “smart” parks, open 
space and habitat — designed using state-of-the-art bio-engineering and making use of 
the natural functions of soils and plants — to naturally capture, clean and store polluted 
stormwater and urban runoff, transforming it into a source of usable water. 

This study expanded on Phases I and II of the Green Solution Project for the Upper Los 
Angele River Watershed. In Phase I, we identifi ed nearly 1,500 existing public parcels 
throughout the watershed suitable for conversion and retrofi t to “smart” green spaces 
that can act as natural fi lters and treatment areas, while also creating a network of 
badly-needed new parks, restored natural habitat and open space. In Phase II, we further 
evaluated public parcels in the selected land uses of elementary, middle and high schools, 
colleges, and vacant lands in the Upper L.A. River Watershed. 

This Phase III analysis prioritized public lands for project implementation in the selected 
land uses by integrating land use, hydrologic, storm drain, pollutant loading, community 
and conservation data in an ecosystem-focused manner. 

By concentrating on lands already in public ownership in the Upper L.A. River 
Watershed, and by developing a quantitative approach that integrates a wide range 
of data, CCS’ metrics-driven Green Solution methodology focuses on capturing and 
treating off-site runoff and:

• demonstrates how to use green approaches to help address the polluted 
runoff problem that degrades water quality in San Pedro Bay and in rivers and 
creeks throughout the Upper Los Angeles River Watershed 

• shows how “smart” natural systems using soils and plants can capture, clean 
and store urban runoff to provide new local water supplies 

• restores natural habitat lost due to decades of urban development 

• greens urban areas and creates new parks and open space

• ensures cost-effective investment of public funds

Summary of Findings
Community Conservation Solutions’ Phase III Green Solution analysis for the Upper L.A. 
River Watershed prioritized 268 opportunity public parcels suitable for stormwater 
runoff capture on 3,150 acres of existing public school, college and vacant lands. The CCS 
Team found that implementing “smart” Green Solution projects on these 268 sites could 
treat polluted stormwater and dry weather runoff from up to 20 square miles of the Upper 
Los Angeles River Watershed — equal to nearly four times the area of downtown Los 

By focusing on existing public lands, CCS’ Green Solution 
tool is a...practical, quantifi ed strategy that can capture and 
clean up runoff on a watershed scale.

Angeles — while creating nearly 1,000 acres of new parks, habitat and green open 
space in park-poor areas. Conversion of these public lands to Green Solution projects 
could create over 2,000 acre-feet of new water supplies. 

This GSP Phase III study includes specifi c concept designs for four of the highest priority 
school and vacant land opportunity sites in the Upper Los Angeles River Watershed: 

• Bell Creek

• John F. Kennedy High School with L.A. Dept. of Water and Power right-of-way

• Abraham Lincoln High School 

• Los Angeles Pierce College 

Implementing Green Solution projects on these four specifi c sites could capture and treat 
polluted runoff from over 3,400 acres of the watershed, would result in over 20 acre-feet 
of water storage for re-use and create 80 acres of new parkland, habitat or open space. 
Our conceptual site designs demonstrate how these four sites can capture and clean 100% 
of dry weather runoff and at least the fi rst-fl ush, 3/4-inch storm events. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY       

For a complete copy of this report, go to 

www.conservationsolutions.org/greensolution.html
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Project Team
The project team included Community Conservation Solutions; Psomas, who provided 
engineering support and prepared the Technical Report, water quality improvement 
analysis and hydrologic/hydraulic concept design for the specifi c sites; GreenInfo 
Network, who provided Geographic Information System (GIS) data analysis and mapping; 
Glen Dake Miguel Luna (GDML), who provided landscape and public use design for the 
specifi c sites; and New Fields, who provided native habitat restoration design for the 
specifi c sites. GDML and New Fields prepared the Habitat and Public Use Report and 
Conceptual Site Illustrations. 

CCS’ Unique Methodology: Green Solution Tool Quantifi es and 
Integrates Multiple Benefi t Factors 
To date, projects that capture and clean stormwater runoff have been implemented on an 
opportunistic basis, with no strategy or metrics-driven selection process to ensure that 
projects that can provide the greatest benefi ts are selected. The Green Solution tool addresses 
this need by providing a strategic road map so that decision-makers know where — and in 
what order — to implement stormwater capture projects throughout a watershed. 

The CCS Team’s quantified approach integrates cutting-edge technology, GIS analysis 
and engineering to create “smart” green spaces that naturally capture, filter and clean 
polluted runoff. 

CCS’ Green Solution tool provides a rational, quantitative approach to identifying and 
prioritizing public lands for stormwater capture projects that naturally fi lter and clean 
polluted runoff while providing multiple public benefi ts. The CCS Team evaluated the 
benefi t factors (shown at right) to identify and prioritize 268 opportunity public parcels in 
the Upper Los Angeles River Watershed.

How do Soils and Plants Convert Pollutants?
Green Solution projects utilize natural treatment processes, which take advantage of 
the natural functions of soils and plants to capture, fi lter, and clean pollutants, allowing 
water to infi ltrate and converting pollutants to benefi cial uses. Soils provide a rich biota of 
micro-organisms, and — with their associated physical and biochemical processes — soils 
and plants are very effective at fi ltering and converting a wide range of pollutants and 
toxins to forms they can uptake and use.1 These natural processes make Green Solutions 
very effective at fi ltering and converting pollutants, including bacteria, nitrates and 
other fertilizer-based chemicals, heavy metals, including lead and copper, oil and grease, 
nutrients, sediment, trash and debris. 

Natural treatment processes can be more cost effective than other types of structural 
Best Management Practices because they are passive systems and require little energy, 
operations or maintenance.  

Example of a state-of-the-art Green Solution project. The Tujunga Wash Greenway  in the San 
Fernando Valley improves water quality in the Tujunga Wash-a tributary of the L.A. River — by naturally 
treating polluted urban runoff from the surrounding area with a naturalized stream. The project recharges 
groundwater supplies, and provides a mile of shaded walking trail and natural habitat in this densely-
populated, previously park-poor area. 

Pollutant 
Loading

Community
Needs

Public LandsConservation
Priorities

CCS’
GREEN 
SOLUTION 
TOOL 
integrates:

Hydrology Storm Drains

WHERE and in WHAT ORDER? 
How do we know where to implement stormwater capture projects — 
and in what order? 

How can we integrate conservation and community needs with
stormwater capture projects? 

The CCS Team evaluated and integrated the factors 
shown at right to prioritize nearly 300 public 
parcels in the Upper Los Angeles River Watershed 
for “smart” stormwater capture projects. 

CCS’ Green Solution tool provides a rational, 
quantifi ed approach to identifying and selecting 
public lands for water quality improvement 
projects that provide multiple public benefi ts. 

The result is a metrics-driven “road map” that 
ensures selection of projects that both naturally 
capture, clean and store polluted runoff while 
creating new parks and restored natural habitat 
in communities with the greatest needs. 

The CCS team developed a unique methodology to 
integrate  hydrology,  pollutant loading, conservation 
and community needs ...to prioritize existing public lands 
for “smart” green stormwater capture projects.

For a complete copy of this report, go to 

www.conservationsolutions.org/greensolution.html
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BACKGROUND 

Serious Polluted Runoff Problems in the 
Upper Los Angeles River Watershed  
Polluted urban (dry weather) and stormwater runoff is a serious problem in the Upper 
L.A. River Watershed, where extensive urban development has resulted in vast areas 
of paved surfaces and high daily volumes of contaminated runoff that flow into the 
L.A. River. Nearly all properties in the watershed produce runoff that flows untreated 
through storm drains every day, even in dry weather. Dry weather runoff in the Upper 
L.A. River Watershed produces 46 million gallons of water every day2 — enough to 
fill the Rose Bowl in less than two days. When it rains, the volume of stormwater 
increases exponentially. 

Solving water pollution problems in the L.A. River is essential to regional efforts to 
revitalize the river and its major tributaries  — including the Tujunga Wash, Pacoima Wash 
and Arroyo Seco. Nearly all of the natural habitat in the developed areas of the Upper 
Los Angeles River Watershed has been destroyed by over 100 years of urban growth. 
As a result, the densely-developed urban areas of the Upper L.A. River Watershed have 
some of the greatest open space defi cits in California, in addition to serious polluted 
runoff problems.

Polluted runoff contaminates all 51 miles of the Los Angeles River, over 45 miles of the 
L.A. River’s tributaries in the Upper L.A. River Watershed, San Pedro Bay, world-renowned 
beaches north and south of the L.A. River’s mouth and ocean waters. All of the Upper 
L.A. River and most of its’ tributaries are in violation of the U.S. Clean Water Act, with 
pollutant loads above the state and federal standards developed to protect human health 
and marine and aquatic life. Pollutants in the Upper Los Angeles River Watershed include 
bacteria, toxic metals, pesticides, household and industrial chemicals, trash, oil, fertilizers 
and other toxins. To enforce federal standards, the L.A. Regional Water Quality Control 
Board has established six different Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDL) limits — with more 
anticipated — for runoff fl owing into the L.A. River. Cities and the county are required to 
meet these TMDL limits. 

Polluted runoff endangers the health of people, animals and the aquatic and marine 
life dependent on river and ocean waters for survival, and contaminates ocean waters 
around the world.3 

The L.A. River dumps millions of tons of trash on nearby beaches every year — and 
this does not count the additional millions of tons carried by ocean currents and 
accumulating in the “Great Pacifi c Garbage Patch” — huge fl oating masses of plastic 
trash in the Pacifi c Ocean between California and Japan. Trash chokes one million 
seabirds and 100,000 marine mammals worldwide every year; plastic is found in 
the stomachs of seabirds, turtles and marine mammals around the worlds, and toxic 
pollutants and bacteria from runoff can be fatal to marine mammals. 

Low oxygen “dead zones” are spreading due to increasing fertilizer use and growing 
coastal populations.4 UCLA and Stanford University scientists found that up to 1.5 
million people get sick each year from infections and gastrointestinal illnesses caused 
by bacteria at L.A. County beaches.5

Pollution associated with stormwater and daily urban runoff can only be solved by 
addressing the generation of pollutants throughout the watershed. This means that we 
must take full advantage of all opportunities to create “smart”, engineered Green Solutions 
that can act as natural fi lters and treatment areas, allowing soils and plants to naturally 
capture, infi ltrate and clean runoff.

Green Solution projects improve water quality by using soil 
and plants to capture, fi lter and clean polluted stormwater 
runoff, while creating networks of new “smart” parks, natural 
habitat, recreation and open space lands.

All of the Los Angeles River and most of its tributaries are in violation of the U.S. Clean Water Act, 
with pollution loads above the state and federal standards developed to protect human health and 
marine and aquatic life.

Polluted Waters of the Upper L.A. River Watershed
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Dry weather runoff from sprinklers, yards, car washing, and hosing down driveways generates 40 million 
gallons of water every day — enough to fi ll the Rose Bowl in less than two days.

This map shows the distribution of impervious surfaces in the Upper L.A. River Watershed.

Contribution of Runoff  from Impervious Lands in Upper L.A. River Watershed

For a complete copy of this report, go to 

www.conservationsolutions.org/greensolution.html
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ANALYSIS & FINDINGS 

The Green Solution: Prioritized “Road Map” to Select Stormwater 
Runoff Capture Projects for Implementation   

Evaluation of Public Lands in Specifi c Land Uses: Schools, Colleges and Vacant Lands

This Phase III Green Solution analysis focused on four of the fourteen land uses identifi ed 
as suitable in Phase I: elementary, middle and high schools, colleges and vacant lands. 

Overturning conventional assumptions about the limited role that green approaches 
can play in naturally cleaning up polluted runoff in developed areas, CCS’ Phase I study 
identifi ed nearly 14,000 acres of public lands suitable for Green Solution projects in 
the Upper Los Angeles River Watershed. The four targeted land uses analyzed in Phase 
II represent approximately 20% of the Phase I suitable parcels in all public land uses. 

In order to prioritize the parcels for project implementation, this Phase III analysis 
integrated the water quality improvement, community and conservation needs for the 
opportunity public parcels evaluated in Phase II. This rigorous analysis included screening 
for parcel size, slope, level of pollutant loading in surrounding area, and portion of parcels 
suitable for runoff capture and treatment. Parcels less than 1/2 acres were not included, 
and all parcels had to be within 500 feet of a storm drain at least 36 inches in diameter.6 

All parcels were evaluated and scored on a one to fi ve scale, with fi ve being the highest 
priority.

The factors evaluated and integrated included: 

• Hydrology of the watershed: rainfall and runoff volume, storm drain locations 
and size, runoff fl ow 

• Pollutant loading: concentration of polluted runoff 

• Community needs: open space defi cit, youth and senior density, income, access 
to car, percent renters 

• Conservation priorities: proximity to existing parks, trails, rivers and habitat
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268 priority public parcels provide over 1,000 acres suitable for Green Solution Projects and could treat runoff from up to 20 square miles of the Upper Los Angeles River Watershed. 

These 268 priority public parcels could treat polluted runoff from up to 20 square miles, create nearly 1,000 acres of new 
parks, restored native habitat and green open space and provide over 2,000 acre-feet of new water supplies.
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Priority Project Sites Identifi ed and Ranked for Implementation
The CCS Team identifi ed and prioritized for implementation 268 opportunity public parcels 
in the four specifi c public land uses (schools, colleges and vacant lands). The map (previous 
page) shows the distribution of prioritized public opportunity parcels throughout the 
watershed, by score and by intensity of pollutant loading in the watershed. (See pages 
ES-6 and ES-7 for maps of prioritized opportunity public parcels by land use and by size.)

These parcels passed the rigorous screening and evaluation for suitability. Based on the 
CCS Team’s analysis, these parcels provide up to 3,150 acres of land that are suitable for 
green stormwater capture and reuse projects. The CCS Team’s analysis took into account 
the actual area potentially available in each land use for use as both runoff treatment and 
conversion to natural habitat, park or other green open space. 

If these 268 parcels were converted into “smart” green stormwater capture and reuse 
projects, they could capture and treat stormwater and dry weather runoff from 20 
square miles of the Upper Los Angeles River Watershed — an area equal to nearly four 
times the size of downtown Los Angeles. These projects would create 1,000 acres of new 
“smart” parks, natural habitat and other green open space in park-poor communities 
where these amenities are most needed, and could provide over 2,000 acre-feet of new 
water supplies. 

Concept Designs for Four High Priority Sites
This Green Solution Project, Phase III study includes concept site designs for four high 
priority sites: Bell Creek, John F. Kennedy High School with L.A. Dept. of Water and Power 
right-of-way, Abraham Lincoln High School and Los Angeles Pierce College.  These concept 
designs integrate the use of restored native habitat and green open space with water 
quality improvements aimed at naturally capturing and cleaning polluted runoff in the 
Upper Los Angeles River Watershed. 

Implementing projects on just these four high priority sites could capture and treat runoff 
from over 3,400 acres of the Upper L.A. River Watershed, provide at least 20 acre-feet per year 
of new water supplies, and create 80 acres of new parkland, natural habitat or open space.

Safeguarding Public Health and Safety 
Our analysis shows that Green Solution projects treating off-site runoff can be safely 
implemented on school, college and vacant lands.6 Public health and safety can be ensured 
through proper and thoughtful design specifi c to the land use, education, and regular 
and proper operations and maintenance. Designs using ponds, wetlands and other similar 
natural water treatment elements can be used on middle and high school, college and 
vacant sites, while elementary school sites should not include these elements. 

CONCLUSION 

The Green Solution’s Prioritized Road Map provides 
a Smart and Effective Tool for Selecting Stormwater Capture 
Projects for Implementation   
Community Conservation Solutions’ quantitative and integrated Green Solution approach 
to improving water quality in the Upper Los Angeles River Watershed provides a vital tool for 
decision makers so that they know where — and in what order — to implement stormwater 
and urban runoff capture projects so as to maximize water quality, water supply, community 
and conservation benefi ts while ensuring wise investments of limited public funds.

This rational, science-based Green Solution approach provides a metrics-based tool to assist 
elected offi cials, public agencies and other leaders in meeting water quality improvement 
goals and in selecting projects for implementation that can address not only water quality 
but also pressing water supply, community greening and conservation needs. 

Community Conservation Solutions’ Phase III of the Green Solution Project for the Upper 
Los Angeles River Watershed provides an essential technical approach to dealing with 
off-site, non-point source runoff.  CCS prioritized 268 existing public school, college and 
vacant lands that can naturally capture, fi lter and cleaning polluted runoff from up to 20 
square miles of the watershed — while creating over 2,000 acre-feet annually of new water 
supplies and 1,000 acres of new, state-of-the-art “smart” green parks, habitat and open 
space in park-poor urban areas.

Green Solution projects are one of the most effective and cost-effi cient ways to make lasting 
water quality improvements that can help meet the requirements of California’s Regional Water 
Quality Control Boards. These Green Solution projects are effective at cleaning up polluted 
runoff because they address wide-spread imperviousness due to decades of urban growth and 
development, and help restore the natural functions of soil and plants to capture, fi lter and 
clean contaminants from runoff before it reaches creeks, rivers, beaches and the ocean.

Community Conservation Solutions’ prioritized and integrated Green Solution approach 
can be implemented in any area which needs to address pressing water quality problems 
due to runoff, and which wishes to make best use of existing public land resources and 
limited public funding while creating new water supplies and multiple public benefi ts 
through restoring and creating “smart” habitat, park and other green open space. 

Recommendations and Next Steps
For implementation of the four selected concept sites, next steps should include conducting 
site-specifi c geotechnical analyses, surveys and detailed Preliminary Design Reports; 
developing inter-agency partnerships with site owners; conducting community outreach 
and planning; coordinating with federal, state, regional and local public agencies; refi ning 
construction costs and identifying funding for site construction. 

For further prioritization of projects on public lands to capture, clean and re-use stormwater 
and dry weather runoff, next steps should include quantifi cation and prioritization of the 
268 parcels analyzed in this Phase III study for their potential to infi ltrate and store for 
re-use the captured runoff; quantifi cation of impacts on water supplies and potential 
benefi ts to Greenhouse Gas Emission reduction goals for the region; and analysis and 
prioritization of public parcels in other land uses identifi ed in the Phase I study.

Funders
This project was funded by the Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy and Community 
Conservation Solutions.

CCS’ innovative Green Solution is a practical digital tool that prioritizes stormwater capture projects for 
implementation…to help meet water quality improvement goals, transform runoff into clean, usable water…
using “smart” parks, habitat and open space. 

1. Pollutant load removals by constituent for Green Best Management Projects, American Society of Civil Engineers and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
2. Los Angeles County Department of Public Works, adjusted for Upper Los Angeles River Watershed percent of total for L.A. County Flood Control District.
3. Kenneth R. Weiss and Usha Lee McFarling, Altered Oceans, A fi ve-part series on the crisis in the seas, Los Angeles Times, July–August 2006.
4. Ibid.

5. Suzan Given et al, Regional Public Health Cost Estimates of Contaminated Coastal Waters: A Case Study of Gastroenteritis at Southern California Beaches, 
    Environmental Science & Technology, Vol. 40. No. 16 (2006): 1.
6. Community Conservation Solutions, Green Solution Project, Upper Los Angeles River Watershed, Phase II, March 2011.
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